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Home assistant android app not updating location

Mobile Apps Home Assistant Companion for Android Hello! I recently installed home assistant at home and after logging in from the Android app, I noticed the feature geocoded location never updates, even though the location is updated. I removed the device and connected it again and it only registered
once to the location I was, and never updated it again. I couldn't find a post about it All Ideas? Is that already reported? Thank you! Make sure you've enabled the background data in the app's configuration page. I do The devices report the positions correctly, I can see it in the map, but the geocoded
location is blocked. Does any of these points help? companion.home-assistant.io below is a list of common questions and troubleshooting tips to answer them. For more support please look at the help page plus I have the same problem. The location is updated, but the geocoded location is never
updated. I have Oneplus 8 pro I have the same problem. The GPS update on the map, but the battery/charge state, geocoded location and wifi connection information are not after I leave the house, they are stuck at the last state when I was on wifi. If I want to update it, I have to close the app from the
background and open it again. The dns settings are correct, I can connect to HA from wifi and mobile data and the GPS coordinate update well in the background without any additional steps so I don't think it can be a problem. Open a bug on github and describe all the steps you've taken. The part of
having to kill the app when you switch from wifi to mobile is important. Be sure to include the login settings you use in the app configuration screen and the configuration of your HA network. Also make sure to fill out the problem model and check for a problem like this doesn't exist. GitHub GitHub is where
people build software. More than 50 million people use GitHub to discover, catch and contribute to more than 100 million projects. I faced the same problem on my OnePlus 7 Pro. Have you found a solution? Otherwise, I need to go back to OwnTracks, for a period of time Looping @bratanon, too. Try the
latest version in the App Store 2.2.1 a lot of htat stuff should be fixed now I'm already on the latest version, and it's the same story - unfortunately. But, I deleted all the data, and reinstalled the version. Let's see how it goes this time. Same problem here. You have a OnePlus 7 Pro - maybe a OnePlus
problem? It's the same here. very good on my Pixel 3, not on my wife's pixel 2. Set everything to allow the app in the background, but haven't tried adding an exception to the HA app so memory management doesn't kill it. It works for me but it's slow compared to my iPhone. Notifications are even worse
where I sometimes only get notification if I unlock my phone first (background usage is enabled and sleep is banned for the app, but it makes no difference). There is also no manual way to update the as on ios (on ios it's simply a sweater down to cool off, on Android there is no alternative). jimz011:
Notifications are even worse where I sometimes only get notification if I unlock my phone first (background usage is enabled and sleep is banned for the app, but it makes no difference) you have to set ttl and priority as shown in the android example here: jimz011: There is also no manual way to update
geolocation as on ios (on ios it's just a pull down to refresh, on Android there is no alternative). If you force the shutdown and re-implement the app, it will trigger an update. Also, if you turn on bluetooth/wifi on/off, it will also trigger updates for all sensors, including location. Check the sensor documents to
see which sensors trigger updates on a state change: There is also a new feature hidden in the latest beta google play store where while on the sensors adjusting screen updates are sent to HA every 10 seconds this should help troubleshoot sensor updates. 1 As it's good things thanks, I switched to
Android a few months ago after 10 years of iOS. That was one of the things that still bothered me. Since I'm already working on fixing other things in my HA, I'll take a look at this. Thanks for the info! 1 As if I go to my work Zone about 15 miles away and then go home - for the next 12 hours I will be
teleported randomly back to work for random amounts of time. Makes no sense at all - I guess the area-based tracking is a bit biased. Do you rely on the device's tracker or geocoded sensor? You need to use the device tracker for areas. After updating the app ... The device tracker has gone even
problem here, also with a OnePlus 6. A device's GPS data is displayed correctly on the map, but the sensor.oneplus_geocoded_location not updated at all. Proximity Info is also displayed correctly. If I check the last time of sensor change geocoded_location, it updated it a few minutes ago, but with the
old information. On the other Android and Apple devices, everything looks good. As some people here in the thread also mentioned that they have problems with the OnePlus, it seams as a specific bug with OnePlus devices. Is there anything I can help debug this? looks like a problem with the page →
Mobile Apps Home Assistant Companion for Android Since a few days home assistant does not update the device tracker anymore. The geocoded location is updated correctly. I have reinstalled and connected the app several times. Does anyone have the same problems? Here are some screenshots:
same problems here, no precise location and no frequent update, my daughter is on the couch now for over 2 hours. and until she's not home according to HA. ??? I have the same problem. Use on Samsung Samsung Same problem here, I have 2 devices (Lenovo TB-X704L tablet with android 9 and
OnePlus 6T phone with Android 10) and the phone is still shown on my way to work since Friday afternoon. It doesn't affect presence detection, as I use both phone and tablet in both mobile_app and device_tracker luci (openwrt) so one of them always surprises me by leaving/arriving, it's just annoying.
The tablet works more or less as expected. I tried owntracks, which only worked when I manually pushed the location or in the mode where it eats the battery as if it were candy (and even in this mde sometimes only updated when unlocking the phone and actually watching the notification). If I open
google maps or any other map application, it immediately gets the correct gps position. The HA mobile application is excluded from battery optimization on both devices. edit: I've had this problem since I started using HA which is about for 6 weeks. 1 As the same problem here, using two Xiaomi Mi9T.
Geocoded Location displays the actual position, but the device's tracker is not updated. same issue here condivision is perfect, but on HA not updated ideas? I'm just getting realized now that I see the same problem for my wife's Huawei device. The application accurately and quickly reports details such
as the current Wi-Fi network, battery discharge state, etc. The geocoded location sensor displays the correct raw GPS location data, written address, etc., but the device_tracker remains in the home state (instead of not_home) and the GPS location data within that entity is also incorrect (not updated).
This does not happen 100% of the time, and is sometimes resolved by opening the application. This never happens with my Xperia (same version of the Android app). So, essentially, it seems that the app correctly reports location updates (as evidenced by the geocoded location sensor), but the
device_tracker entity does not receive these updates in a timely, if at all, timely manner for unknown reasons. Good news here, I managed to fix the problem with automation and some script what I did, is set up an automation that is triggered every minute (you can choose your own rate) that will recover
the value of my phone geocoded location and update the tracker device value. You need to activate the python script ( on your HA for my solution to work. Here is the automation that updates both my wife and my device_tracker (it une action / tracker dispositif afin d’ajouter / supprimer autant que vous
avez besoin): - id: LocationUpdater alias: Update Device Tracker Emplacement chroniquement déclencher: plate-forme: time_pattern minutes: « /1 » action: - service: python_script.update_device _tracker data_template: entity_id: « device_tracker.gagooga_mi_9t » latitude: « {{
state_attr('sensor.gagooga_mi_9t_geocoded_location', 'Location')[0] }} » longitude: « {{ state_attr('sensor.gagooga_mi_9t_geocoded_location', state_attr('sensor.gagooga_mi_9t_geocoded_location', Service: python_script.update-device-tracker data_template: entity_id: device_tracker.wife-mi-9t latitude:
state_attr ('sensor.wife_mi_9t_geocoded_location', 'Location')[0] longitude: state_attr(sensor.wife_mi_9t_geocoded_location', 'Location')[1] And here's the python script called: inputEntity - data.get (entity_id)Latitude - data.get (latitude) inputLongitude - data.get (longitude) inputStateObject -
hass.states.get (inputEntity) inputAttributesObject - inputStateObject.attributes.copy)/if inputLatitude is not None: inputAttributesObject[latitude] - inputLatitude if inputLongitude is not None : inputAttributesObject[longitude] - inputLongitude hass.states.set (inputEntity, inputStateObject.state,
inputAttributesObject) Enjoy this fix as much as I do 1 As there were some location problems introduced when the minimum version of the application came to light. Can you guys try the latest version that contains the merged precision fix last night? Its 241 construction is not just this particular fix, but
some patches have been added since 2.0 to the Hi beta I checked this, but unfortunately it doesn't work for me... I entity_ID and latitute and logitude in the state atr to correct one, automation seems to be running, but nothing happens with the update ... yes, I have this problem my phone never updates the



GPS checked all settings, etc., but still nothing What phone? And are you sure you've watched everything? Some phones have different names for things so you may have to look at other settings that would do the same. I have all the latest updates from Home Assistant and the iOS app (not beta).
However, I encountered the problem this morning. Samsung Galaxy S10 - Seems after the last update, now it works even without this automation. Interesting, I have to say thanks for the interest! Ios? I think you may be in the wrong thread My wife has a Samsung A8. It almost never updates its location.
He does it very occasionally. I've tried with Googlegeocode-HASS addon, but it doesn't work either. The phone simply doesn't update its geocoded location. Checked all location and battery settings in both the companion app and the A8. Is this a known problem with the A8? Thank you! It was worth a
check. I've adjusted some settings. Let's see how it goes from now on. I think you need to manually activate an important permission - allow companion to automatic start, after restarting the phone at least once. I've had such problems, this permission fixed Touché, however, I had the same problem as I
haven't seen it since. next page → → →
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